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What are the key ingredients for an innovation-friendly environment?

It is hard to talk about this subject of DFS without mentioning Kenya’s case.

A lot of credit goes to the product developers in this case – M-PESA (led by Telco
Safaricom), but the role of the regulator is often ignored.

Kenya’s combination of a supporting policy environment with a sound regulatory
and supervisory framework allowed space for innovators and entrepreneurs to
introduce financial innovations and a diversification of products into the market.

Kenya’s success in faster adoption of DFS tied to its progressive regulatory
decision making – an approach described by the Central Bank of Kenya as a
‘test and learn approach’

Introductory remarks



1st Stage of Kenya’s digital transformation
Amendments of prohibitive laws that stifled innovation – required a lot of
goodwill from the Regulator - Central bank of Kenya The Central Bank
supported Kenya’s case of ‘test and learn’ regulatory approach.

Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) Act of 2003- authorized the Bank to supervise
the national payments infrastructure. The was followed by a National
Payments Systems draft guidelines to supervise the market.

2006 Communications Law- Recognized electronic units of money, thus
providing the legal foundation for telco companies to store monetary value in
SIM cards.

Development of a Trust Account (under trustees) not a Safaricom business
account neither Safaricom’s balance sheet– Invoking the Trust Law



• 2nd Stage of Kenya s digital transformation

M-PESA evolved from using a trust account to providing a connection with 
individual savings accounts -CBK issued regulations to allow M-PESA connect 
with individual savings.

This move encountered a lot of resistance from Banks especially those who 
already had technology to manage micro-deposits and savings. The fear of 
mass exodus of clients to M-PESA



3rd Stage of Kenya s digital transformation
The use of mobile financial services allowed banks and telco companies to 
gather transactions and savings data from customers. This allowed 
financial intermediaries to evaluate customer behaviour in order to generate 
individual credit scores and customize the pricing of credit.

This development also enhanced the Credit Information Sharing (CIS)
database through Credit Bureaus in Kenya since many people were
transacting through M-PESA.

One of the factors that has led to the surge of non-regulated digital lending
platforms by FinTech companies in Kenya.

Information sharing is also harmonized among financial regulators including
Central Bank of Kenya, The Capital Markets Authority, the Retirement
Benefits Authority the Insurance Regulatory Authority and the Sacco
Societies Regulatory Authority.



4th Stage of Kenya s digital transformation
Expansion of domestic money transfer to cross-border remittance services 

There were questions on implications for financial sector formality and
adherence to anti-money laundering and terrorist financing (AML/CFT)

2011 The Financial Action Task Force placed Kenya in the ‘dark grey’ list of
countries with inadequate AML/CFT regulation.

The Bank had to argue Kenya’s case to Financial Action Task Force
(Plenary in Paris) in defense of Kenya’s financial system. The argument
was based on the fact the M-PESA platform has transformed the
transactions from informal to formal. The point also resonated with the
‘Financial Inclusion’ agenda



CONCLUSIONS, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE 
OUTLOOK OF DFS

The  ‘test and learn’ approach has been replicated elsewhere e.g. in Tanzania 
through progressive decision making and managing risks. Roll out of products 
when the market has reached a certain level of maturity. 

DFS innovations has expanded from the mass market to sectoral innovations-
e.g. health, agriculture, logistics, social (crowdfunding platforms) etc

To ensure the full range of DFS countries will need to ensure a competitive and 
robust ecosystem and infrastructure that facilitates entry. 



Interoperability of MNO’s and transparency in the costing of services 
are still concerns for Telco Companies and Financial Institutions. There 
is a huge imbalance in the market shares of the mobile markets. 
Safaricom with the largest share has an incentive to restrict 
interoperability given their huge investments in infrastructure. 

• For Example: Safaricom’s Agent network stood at 152,077 (83.03%) 
whereas the combined agents for all the other MNO’s stood at 16.7% -
30,395%

• Implementation of initiatives designed to ensure interoperability and 
fair competition remains a challenge for regulators



Despite a high penetration of mobile services in Kenya majority of mobile 
users in Kenya are on 2G technology with many on 3G (54%) and only a 
few on 4G technology (2%)

To enable greater connectivity, 4 key enablers are necessary;
Infrastructure (Power and network quality), affordability (low-income
groups) consumer readiness (digital skills) and content (more local
languages)

If not addressed the exclusion from these challenges will further widen the 
digital divide

Balancing the digital divide-Addressing connectivity



Market Protection and Consumer Protection
In Kenya for instance, prior to the enactment of the Consumer Protection Act
in December 2012 Kenya did not have a specific law governing consumer
protection. The act provided a timely introduction to consumer protection,
but it did not provide protection for financial products and services.

The surge of digital credit has brought the issue of consumer protection to 
fore especially around disclosure of terms and conditions of credit provided 
by lenders which many digital lenders fail to adhere to. Specific issues 
include failure to clearly state the actual finance charges, the use and 
application of monthly or weekly interest rate figures instead of standardized 
calculations such as A.P.R etc



COVID-19

From recent discussions with AFRACA members, COVID-19 has 
accelerated the need for DFS in Africa due to lock-down and social 
distancing. We are therefore poised to see another digital revolution 
in the financial sector. 



Thank You


